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,/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

{ Attempt All questions.

'/ Thefigures in the margin indicate Full Marks
/ Assume suitable data if necessary.
,/ Values of commonly used constants are given below:

1. a) Derive the time independent Schrodinger's equation, starting with classical wave
/ -\

equatior, y = Asin2n[ ft -: l, where notations have their usual meanings.I r./

b) Find the probability that an energy state 5KT above the Fermi level will not occupied

by an electron.

Z. a) Draw a neat diagram of face centered cubic (FCC) unit cell crystal structure for
copper and find

(i) Number of atoms per unit cell
(ii) Packing density
(iii)Atomic concentration if radius of copper atom is 0.128 nm

iivinensity of crystal given that atomic mass of Cu is 63-55 g mol-r

b) What is an effective mass of a free electron? Show that effective mass of a free

electron is equal to mass of free electron in vacuum.

a) What is local field in polarization? Derive the Clasrfius-

electronic polarization.

b) Differentiate between Ferro and Piezo electricity.

a) Explain the significance of hysteresis loop while selecting

magnetic materials.

Massotti equation for

materials for preparing

Mass of electron, Kl. = 9.1x 10-3t kg

h = 6.626x 10'34 Js

Permittivity of Silicon, E = €r Eo = 11.9 x 8.85 x 10 tz

ni = 1,45 x lglo 
"*-s 

for silicon
prr = 450 cm2/v.s (at 300 K)

diffi"rsion process.

b) Derive an expression of a built-in potential and depletion

I eV = 1.6x lO're J

k = 1.38x 10'23 J/K
F/m F. = 1350 cmz/v.s (at 300 K)

Nr = 6"022x 1023 / mol

t8l

t4l

J.

4.

t8l

ll+31

t8l

t4l

t41

t6l

t4l

width of a pn junction with
ral

b) Explain the domain theory of magnetism in detail.

c) Define superconductor, critical magnetic field, and critical current density.

5. a) Explain how donor dopants contribute electrons in conduction band in n-type

extrinsic semiconductor. Aiso prove that o = fisPe where symbols have their usual

meanings. t8l

b) A silicon wafer is uniformly doped with 1016 Boron atoms per 
"m3. 

Where will be the

Fermi level compared to its intrinsic Fermi level? Where will be the Fermi level is

shifted if the sample is further doped with 1017 antimony atom per cm3? t6l

6. a) Explain the diffusion process in semiconductor and derive the Einstein rr:iation for
t8l
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,/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

,/ Attempt All questions.
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/ Assume suitable data if necessary.

'/ Values of commonly used constants are given below:

Mass of electron, m" = 9'L x L0-31 kg

h= 6.626x10-34 Js

Permittivity of Silicon, t = tr to = 11.9 x 8.85 x 10-12 F/m

ni = 1.45 x lgto .*-s for silicon
pr, = 450 cmz/V.s (at 300 K)

1eV=1.6x10reJ
k + 1.38x 10'23 J/K
p" = 1350 cm2/V.s (at 300 K)

Nr=6.022x1023/mol

1.

2.

.l
J.

a) Calculate the temperature at which there is 98%o probability that a state 0.3 ev below

the fermi energy level will be occupied by an electron.

b) Prove that the energy of a particle confined in an infinite potential well is quantized.

Also find the expression for normalized wave funetion.

a) Draw face centered cubic (FCC) unit cell and find body diagonal and packing density.

b) The conductivity and drift mobility of copper conductor is 63.5*106 s/m and 43

cnllvls. Calculate Fermi level for copper conductor.

a) Show that the dielectric loss per unit volume is a function.of frequency of the applied

field and the loss tangent.

b) What do you mean by piezo-electric materials? Explain piezoelectric effect in terms

of polarization. .

4. a) On the basis of magnetic vector, explain the feromagnetism, ferrimagnetism and

antiferromagnetism.

t4l

t8l

t6l

t4l

t6l

t4l

14+21

b) What is Meissner effect? Explain the difference between type I and type II
superconductors. Type II superconductor is also called hard superconductor, why? 12+4+21

5. a) Differentiate between non-degenerate and degenerate semiconductors.

b) What is Built-in potential and depletion width? Derive the expression of these with

necessary diagram.

c) Calculate the resistance of pure silicon cubic crystal of 1 cm3 at room temp^erature.

What will be the resistance of the cube when it is doped with 1 arsenic in 10' silicon

atoms and 1 boron atom per billion silicon atoms? Atomic concentration of silicon is

5*1022 cm-3. ni :1.45*10'lo cm-3.

6. a) Calculate the diffi.rsion coefficient of electrons at 300K in n-type silicon

semiconductor. Also find current density if electron concentration gradient is 10'

electrons per centimeter. t4]

b) Obtain the expression to evaluate built in potential and width of depletion layer of p-n
junction with necessary diagrams. [10]

t6l

t6l

t8l
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{. Necessan, Graph is attached herem:{ Assume suitable data if necessary.{ Value of commonly used constaits are given below:

Mass of eletronr rrrc = 9.1 x l0-3r kg
h: 6,626x I0r-34 Js
Permittivity of SiHcon, € = €. s; - ll.9x g.g5x l0-r2 F/m
n; = I.45x l0rocmn for silicon
pr' = 450 cm2/V,s {at 300K)

1 eV = l.6x l{fte J
k = 1.38x 10t3 J/K
F. = 1350 cm2A/.s (at 300K)
Ne = 6.022x 1023 / mol

l. a) Explain the importance of quantum mechanics. Differentiate between classical andquantum rnechanics with suitable examples. 
iS]b) In the photoelectric experiment, green light, with a wavelength af 522 nm is thelongest wavelength radiati<in that can cause photoemission af electron from a clean

sodiirm surface. Calculate the work function of sodium. If ultraviolet radiation with awavelength 250 nm is incident to the sodium surface, what wilt be the kinetic.n"igy
of the photo-ernitted electrons? v'|rvr-- 

V)a) what happen when inter-atomic separation between two helium atoms is very less?Describe on the basis of formation olbonding and antibondin! molecular orbitai. 16l

b) Prove that for a simpre cubic structure, rhe lattice const ant: a =f{yl'" where, N is
LpNA I

the number of atoms per unit cell, M is atomic weight, Na is Avogadro,s number andp is density of crystal material.

a) Define local electric field and derive clausius-massotti equation.
b) The numberof electrons per unit volume of silicon is 6*l022cm-3. calculate:

i) Electronic polarizability due to varence erectrons per Silicon atom.
ii) If the silicon crystal sample is electrode on opposite faces, by how many times thelocal field is greater than the applied field?

a) what is a domain wail? How does a domain wail motion occur?
b) Explain about the applications of soft magnetic materials.

2.

J.

4.

t4l

l6l

I4l

l6l

t4l
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5. a)

b)

c)

6- a)

b)

A superconductor in its superconducting state expels all the magnetic Iines of forces,justifu. 
t6l

Explain how carrier concentration of an n-type extrinsic
temperature with necessary diagram and graphs.

semiconductor depends on

t6l

by diffusion and

t6l

Four micrograms of antimony are thoroughly mixed in molten form with 100 gms of
pure germanium. Find the density of antimony atoms, density of donated elJctrons
and the total resistance of a bar of such n-type material of 2 cm long, 0.012x0.012 cmin cross-section. Take, density of Ge : 5.46 gm/cm3 and atomic weight ofsb: 121.76. - e--- -- 

t8l
The current density in semiconductor devices is affected both
drifting of electrons and holes, justiS.

c)

sample of silicon wafer is doped with 10rs Antinomy atoms/cm3. Find the carrier
concentrations, its resistance and the shift in Fermi level from its intrinsic Fermi level
at27oc.If this sample is furtherdoped with 1022 Boron atoms/cm3, what will b--th.
change in its resistance. 

t6l
Show that in n-type semiconductor minority carries concentrations are suppressed. t6]

104

0tj\l
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Figure: logJag plot ofdrifi mobility versus temperaturefor n-type Silicon sample-
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,/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
r' AttumptAll questions.
r' Thefigiris in the margin indicate Fult Marks.
y' Assume suitable data if necessary. .{ vatues ol cammonty rrsed constcnts are given belwl
{ *torsaf*lectron tml4.1*1ft1fn. lev=7.5,t7gtst
{ h=d,.65*tr0ilts; k=1.39+tg23J/k;
{ Pennlttlvity af sl I iconsag ; 7 7.9* S.gSr rf.u f/*
{ n67.45*7d0,/cm3 lor silican; iln=lS1acmz/v.s(qt g{frK}
{ p64sa cm21v.4* 30OK}; Ne.6.a22*lf/mot

l. a) What do you understand by number of states and density of states in quantum

mechanics? Derive appropriate expressions for them. t8I

b) A transmitter type vacuum tube ope.rated at 1500'C has a cylindrical Thorium coated

Tungsten cathode which is 5 cm long with diameter of 1"5 mm. Determine the

saturation current of vacuum tube if the cathode has emission constant of 3"104 Am-
2k-2 and work function af 2.6eY, t4l

2. a) Define and explain the effective mass of electron within a crystal. How do you

understand negative and infinite mass of electron? t6]

b) For silver with Ero : 5.5ev and 4 : 4.5 ev, calculate the total number of states per unit
volume and compare this with atomic concentration of silver. Density and atomic

mass of silver are 10.5gl"*'and 107.9glmol respectively. I41

3. a) Define local field in relation to polarization. Derive the Clausius-Massotti equation

for ionic polarization, relating polarizability with the permittivity.

Name the field of application of different types of dielectric materials.

Classiff the magnetic material based on magnetization.

What type of magnetic material would you chose for electromagnetic relays? Justifu.

For a specimen of VrGa, the critical fields arc 0.176T and 0.528T for 14K and 13K

respectively. Calculate the critical temperature. Also calculate critical fields at 0K and

42K.

What is diffusion? Derive Einstein relationship for an n-type semiconductor.

6. a)

A silicon ingot is doped with 1016 arsenic atoms/cm3. Find the carier concentrations
conductiviQr of the sample and the shift in Fermi level from its intrinsic Fermi level at

27"C. t6l

Suppose a P-N junction is created on silicon wafer at room temperature. If the donor
Ievel on N-side islOl7 cm-3 and acceptor level on P-Side is 1016 cm-3 calculate built in
potential (VJ and depletion width (Wo). t6l

Calculate the resistance of pure silicon cubic crystal of I cm3 at roorn tempcrature
What will be the resistance of the cube when it is doped with I arsenic in 10e silicon
atoms and 1 boron atom per billion silicon atoms? Atomic concentration of siiicon is

5*1o22cm-3, oi: 1.45*1o1ocm-3. t6]

c) What are energy bands? Distinguish between a conductor, an insulator and a

semiconductor on the basis of enerw diasram. Write two characteristic features to

b)

4. a)

b)

5. a'1

t6l

141

t6l

t6l

t6l

t6lb)

c)

b)
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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

Attempt All questions.

Thefigures in the margin indicate Full Marks.
Assume suitable data if necessary.-

Voluer af cammanly used congtsnF are given belaw,
Mass ol elearon ,mr'9.1103'kg; lev=1.5*!Otel
h=6.65*tr0sJs; k=x..St*lT23J/k;
PermtttMty of silicon*e6 ; t 7.9 *8.85' 1A'2 F/m
n 6 1. 45 * lda lcms for si llcon ;
y1,450 cmz lv,s{ot 3ffiK};

tt n= t 3 5 kmz /v. s ( at Ktl K )
Ne=6.022'7f/mot

1. a) Define Fermi Energy. What is the probability that an electron having energy less than

Fermi energy will occupy an energy level at absolute zero temperature? Determine the

expec.tation value for any property of a particle described by a wave functionY. t8l

b) An elecffoo is confined to an infinite potential well of size 0.1 nm. Calculate the

ground energy of the electron and radian frequency. How this electron can be put to

t4lthe third energy level?

2. a) What is effective mass? The electron at the top of valence band is said to have

negative effective mass. Explain with the help of E-k diagram. 12+41

b)

3. a)

b)

c)

4. a).

Formation of Hz molecule is more stable than the formation of Hl molecule. Justifu

with the help of electron energy versus inter-atomic separation between H-atoms. t6I

Show that the dielectric loss per unit volume is a function of frequency of the applied

field and the loss tangent. t6l

Describe how thermal breakdown and electromechanical breakdown results in
dielectric breakdown in solids. t4l

Based on magnetization vector, explain the diamagnetism, ferromagnetism and

ferrimagnetisms. I8I

Explain how strong magnetic field effects superconductor. Derive the relation of
critical current in superconductor with necessary diagram. t8l

b)

c)

I{ow band bending occurs in semiconductors? Derive Einstein relationship.

If it is desired that the Fermi-level is to be raised to 0.1 eV above intrinsic FermiJevel
at room{temperature, what type of dopant is to be used? Determine its doping level.

[101

t6l

5. a)

b)

Present a comparison. between Si and GaAs semiconductors with the help of their
basic properties and E-k diagram" t6l

Derive the expression of a built-in potential and depletion width of a pn junction with
necessary diagrams. t8l

***
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r' Candidates are required to give their ansrters in their own words as far as practicable.
{ AfiemptAll Eresfions.{ I-hetig4res tn tlw margin indtcate Full Marks.
{ Assume suitable data if necessary.
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l. a) What is Thermionic emission and work function? Derive the Richardson's expression for
the thermionic emission for Schottky effect. t8I

b) Consider two copper wires separated only by their surface oxide layer (CuO) of thickness
3 nm. The surf,ace oxide layer offer potential barrier of height l0eV to the conduction
electrons in copper. What is the tmnsmission probability for conduction electnons in
copper, which have kinetic energJ of about 7eV? t4I

2. a) Define lattice and basis of a crystal and draw a noat diagram of body centelpd cubic
structure of chromium and determine its packing density and state its co-ordination
number. 12+41

b) What is an effective mass of a {iee electron? Show that effective mass of a free electron
is equal to mass of free electron in vacuum. [1+3]

3. a) What are the different types of polarization mechanism in di-electric medium? t6l

b) Describe how thermal breakdown and electromechanical breakdown results in dielectric
breakdown in solids. t4l

b)

Explain dep'e,nning method of demagnetization. If you place graphite in a non-uniform
magnetic field what will happen? [3+31

What are magnetic domains? Explain the behavior of magnetic domains in presence of
external magnetic field. [t+3]
What is Meissner effect? Explain in brief about typ€J and type-ll supercondtrctor. tSI

Differentiate Non-Degenerate and Degenerate semiconductors. t4]

In. doped semiconductors, carrier concentration and drift mobility both are highly
dependent on temperature, justiff. t61

Compute the intinsic concentration and intrinsic resistivity of silicon at'27"C. Given

that: mc* - 1.08me p: 1350 cm2A/.s mh* = 0.6m" F{, = 450 cm2A/.s t6I
Where, m.* and m6* are effective masses of electron and holes rcspectively and p. and p
are elecfion and hole drift mobility's respectively. The band gap of Silicon : l.l eV

Find the resistance of I cm3 silioon crystal doped with arsenic, the doping density is such

that every Arsenic atom sites every lOe silicon atoms. Atomic concentration of silicon is
Sxlff cm-3,.n;='lxlOlo c[l-3, Fo = 1350 cm'\rls-l *d tn:450 cm2vls-t. Find the
resistance if the above silicon sample is further doped with Boron, the doping de'nsity is
such that every Boron atom sites every 106 silicon atoms. t8]
Prove thar the position of Fermi level is riear the middle of band gap in pure silicon

t6l

b)

Eram.

4: a)

5. a)

b)

6. a)

7. a)

b)
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,/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
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! Volues of commonly u*d ronstants are glrrcn betow.
{ Mass ol ele*rcn tm2s!.7*Tgztfn' 2ev*1.6*loleJ
{ h=6.65*7fsts; k,7.38*7U23J/k;
r' Permlttfuity of si licon=e6s p 7 7.9*8.85* 7O'2 F/m
{ nr7,45tld0/cm3 lor sil6on; pa=l3S0cm2/v.s(ot 300K)
{ yx=45ocmz/v.s(ot 3A0K}; Nr6.022*td3/mA

\
1. a) From free electron theory of metal, show that E-K diagram is parabolic. Also show

the energy of electron in a linear metal is quantized. 
\

b) Find the wavelength of an electron accelerated by 100V.

2. a) Explain with neat diagram how energy levels are filled and different energy bands are
formed when N numbers of Lithium atoms are brought together.

b) Calculate the lattice constants, face diagonal, body diagonal and packing density of
body centered cube (BCC) crystal unit cell.

3. a) What are the different types of dielechic breakdown? Explain any two of them.

b) Explain mathematically how relative permittivity is related with electronic
polarizability using Clausius Massoti equation.

4. a) A crystal of iron created magnetic field around it but a piece of iron doesn't why?

b) How hysteresis loop plays an important role in classiffing magnetic materials?
Explain.

5. a) Defure Critical magnetic field and Critical current in a super-conductor with
mathematical relation involved.

b) What is reverse saturation current in pn junction semiconductor?

6. a) Derive the Einstein relationship showing the relation between electron diffirsion
co-efficient in n-type semiconductor and electron mobility.

b) Explain how PN junction is formed when n-type and p-type semiconductor are brought
together. Derive the relation of built-in-potential of a PN junction.

7. a) Calculate the resistance of pure silicon cubic crystal of I cm3 at room temperature.
What will be the resistance of the cube when it is doped withlarsenic in 10e silicon

. atoms and I boron atom per million silicon atoms? Atomic concentration of silicon is
5*1022 cm-3. Use other required data from above given list.

b) Aql-type semiconductor doped with 10r6cm-3 phosphorus atoms has been doped with
l0'ocm-'boron atoms. Calculate the electron concentration in the semiconductor.

t[!f*

14+41

t4l

t6I

t6l

t4l

t6l

14I

t4I

t8l

t4I

t6]

t8l

t8l

l

t4I
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1. a) From the expression E5 = #,Or' + hr? + h.21, define number of states and density

Candidates are re'quired to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
Attempt A!-l questions.
Thefigures in the margin indicate Full Ma{fi.
Assume suitabie data if necessary. 

l

h = 6.624 x ll|3a lS; I ei: 1.6 x lo'teJ
k : 1.38 x lT'2iJK; ni = 1.45 x l0t0/cm3 for s;
pn= l350cm2 vts-t @t 300K); lth:,450cm2 vtst1at 300K)
€: 4€,: 11.9 x 8.85 x lTt2 F/m; Eg == ].let,
N,E: 6.624 x lT2s /mol e: 1.602 x lTteC
Mn,= l6g/mot (orygen) Mass ofphoton = 1.673xlT27kg
Velocity of light: 3xld m/s

of states functions in quantum mechanics. perive appropriate expressions for thern. 
.

b) The mean speed of conduction electrons in copper is 1 .5x 106 m/s. The cross sectional

area cf scaitering is 3.9x10-22m2, Estimate the drift mobility of electrons and
conductivity of copper. Given density of copper is 8,96gicmr and the atomic mass is
63.56 g/mole. 

I

t6l

Show that effective mass of an electron inside the crystal is inversely proportional to
the curvaflue of energy with respect.ts wave number ipu.u. t6]

Copper has FCC (Face- centered ; cubig) structure. Find the packing density and. 
^

atomicconcentrationforcopperifradiusofcopperatomis0.l28nm. o'lAf).f r'6lP 14]

Define local field in relation to polarizatibn. Derive the Clausius-Massotti Equation
for ionic polarization, relating polarizability;with the permittivity UOl

,2

2. a)

b)

b)

4. a)

b)

5. a)

b)

t6r

Classify the magnetic materials based on magnetization and explain each of them

briefly.

What is supg.I99!g9g!"or? Differentiate between Tyle-I and Type-II supercondr:ctor.

Explain how dr-rnor dopants contribute ::lectrons in conduction ba:rd in n-tyoe

extrinsic semiconductor. Also prove that conductivity o ^: e n po; where symbols have

their usual meanings.

A pn.junction is formed at 300k. The acceptor and donor concentration in p-side and

n-side are 10r6 crn-3 and 19'' ".n* 
respectiveiy. Find :

D Built-in potential
ii) Width of deplection layer
iii) vtaximum eiectric field
iv) Width in n and p sides
v) Fermi level n and p sides

Explain the diffusion proce-ss in semiconductor and derive Einstein relation for
diffirsion process.

n0l
[ ^r-r(-'1
LJ'"J

lt0l

L2 s)

12.ij
tll
lzi
11 l
Lrj

ticl
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/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own rvords as far as practicable.
/' Attempt All questions.
/ Thefiguris in the margin indicate Fall Marlcs.' ,/ Assume suitable data if necessary. .

r' Moss of electron me : g.t *ttr3-'kg; k: 1.38 xlf23r/K; h :6.65 x ltrials; leV : 1.6 x
.ltrIe J; ni : L45 x lTto/cmi for Si;

/ pr* 450cm2v'St 1ot 300K); 14: Ii50cm2VtSt1at 30dX);
'/ Ne:6.022 x |d3/mol;

1. a) What do you mean by barrier penehation? How the wave function of particle is given
when the particle penetrates the barrier?

b) A transmitter type vacuum tube has a cylindrical cathode, which is 4rn long and 2mm
diameter. Est:nrate the saturation ctirrent if the.tube is operated at 160"C. The
emission constant Ao: 3 * 1g+ 4ro-zK-2, work function $:2.6eV.

c) Conduction electrons with drift mobility of 53cm2v-ls-l and mean speed of
2.2 x l06ms I collides. Calculate the mean free path of electrons between collision.

b)

Explain, how energy bands are fbrmed in solids taklng the example of N number of
Lithium atoms for the explanation

What is electric dipole moment? Derive the Clausius- Masotti equation for electronic
polarization, relating polarizability with the permittivity.

What is the significance of Hysteresis loop? Explain.

Explain the domain theory of magnetism.

A p-n junclion is made by silicon doped with 1017 donor atoms per cm3 with silicon
doped 10i6 acceplctr atoms per 

"rn3 
ut roum temperah:re. Calculite built iri potential

across the junction and diffirsion co-efficient in both parts.

A pn junction is formed at 300k. The acceptor and donor concentration in p-side and
n-tia. are 10t8 cm-3 and 10l6cm-3 respectively. Calculate:

i) Built in potential
ii) Width of deplection layer
iii) Ma<imum value of electric field

i8l

2. a)

i4l

t4l

t6l

13+71

t4l

t6l

t6I

3- a)

b)

c)

4. a)

t8I

b) What is Meisner effect? Explain the difference between type I and type II
L2+61. superconiuctors. L2+l -

5. a) Explain about intrirrqlc Fermi level of a pure semiconductor and derive a relationship
of the intrinsicf#-ilevel assuming thaf intrinsic carrier concentration is known. l7F4f

b) Explain how carrier concentration of a semi-conductor depends on temperature with
necessary diagrams and graphs t6l

c) What do you understand by cliffusion of charge carriers in semiconductor? How does
diffusion contribute to conductivity of a semiconductor? t4I

r ;. i:i


